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150 Year Love Affair
with the Honeybee.

Amos Ives
Root
(1839 - 1923)
founded the A.I.
Root Company.

Amos Ives Root was inspired to start a beekeeping business
when a swarm of bees landed on the window of his Medina
jewelry store. In 1869, A.I. Root founded The A.I. Root
Company where he manufactured a new beehive that, for the
first time, made it possible for beekeepers to harvest their honey
without harming the colony of bees. He began writing books and
publishing magazines, including The ABC of Bee Culture and Bee
Culture Magazine, which we continue to publish today and remain
the primary sources of information to the beekeeping industry.
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A.I. witnessed
Orville and
Wilbur Wright’s
first flight and
wrote about it
A.I. Root became in his magazine.
a life long friend His article is the
of Helen Keller
first recorded
when in 1891, he
flight of the
received a letter Wright Brothers
of thanks for his and is currently
kindness and
on display in the
contribution
Smithsonian.
towards the
education of
blind and deaf
children.

1891

1869

A.I. Root
His name
manufactured
became
beekeeping
synonymous
equipment,
with beekeeping,
that for the
honey, pure
first time
beeswax, and the
allowed the
highest quality
honey to be
candles.
harvested
without
damaging the
colony.

During the
peak of our
beekeeping
supplies
business, we
shipped four
freight train
car loads of
beekeeping
equipment
per day!

1879
A.I. Root
published The
ABC & XYZ
of Bee Culture.
Currently in it’s
41st edition, it
is often referred
to as “The
Beekeeper’s
Bible.”

In the late
1800s and
early 1900s
A.I. drove an
electric car
powered by a
windmill on
the top of his
garage.
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Root Candles remains true to its past by focusing
on what we know best – beeswax. Our filled
candles are made with an all-natural beeswax
blend. Our fragrances contain essential oils for a
long lasting, aromatic bouquet that is always true
to nature. A Root candle is clean burning, long lasting,
elegantly designed, and luxurious. It is a candle burning
experience unlike any other.
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Our all
natural
beeswax blend
produces a
more superior,
cleaner
burning
candle than
any other on
the market.

1970
Each Root
Candle
continues to
be handcrafted
to ensure
the highest
quality finish.

Root started
adding color
and fragrance
to their candles
in response to
the Woodstock
Generation.
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Root Candles
introduced the
method of
rolling the wax
to prevent
the candle
from
bending
during the
warmer
summer
months.

1920
Root Honey
became known
as the finest
table grade
honey on
Under the guidance
of Huber Root, the the market.
Root Company turned
to candle making at the
request of a local priest
looking for higher
quality candles for his
church. Today, Root is
the largest supplier
of liturgical candles
to the Catholic
Church in the U.S.

Root began
manufacturing
its own custom
cotton wicks to
ensure each
candle burns
flawlessly.

Now led by the family’s fifth generation, the
Root family continues to extol the virtues of
honesty, integrity, and diligent craftsmanship,
all qualities exemplified by founding father and
American original, Amos Ives Root.

RootCandles.com
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ALL-NATURAL BEESWAX BLEND
FRAGRANCES CONTAINING ESSENTIAL OILS
CLEAN BURNING CANDLES
WICKS MADE OF 100% NATURAL FIBERS
For five generations, in Medina Ohio, Root Candles has crafted candles of
uncompromising quality to enhance the ambiance of your home. From our allnatural beeswax blend, to our fragrances containing essential oils, to natural fiber
wicks that are braided on-site, each Root Candle is crafted with perfection using only
the purest of ingredients to bring you a candle burning experience unlike any other.

SUPERIOR BURN TIMES
MANY SHAPES & SIZES
DESIGNER COLOR PALETTE

Root Candles are offered in a variety of shapes, sizes
and colors to complement any decor.

VERIGLASS

HIVE
#8859
16 OZ.
BURN TIME:
UP TO 90 HRS

4

Votives
Perfect in multiples
or burning singly
for fragrance
sampling.

RootCandles.com
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Large and Small Veriglass
Our best-selling styles,
they are simple and
contemporary.
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Honeycomb Traveler
Small in size but large in
fragrance, our Honeycomb
Travelers are convenient
and durable.

#8873
SM - 6.3 OZ.
BURN TIME:
UP TO 44 HRS

HONEYCOMB TRAVELER

VOTIVE

Hive
Ideal for filling your
home with rich,
welcoming fragrance.

#8870
LG - 10.5 OZ.
BURN TIME:
UP TO 70 HRS

#8864
4 OZ.
BURN TIME:
UP TO 24 HRS

# 15
2.1 OZ.
BURN TIME:
UP TO 20 HRS

RootCandles.com
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JAPANESE
CEDARWOOD

LAVENDER
VANILLA

Sandalwood and cedarwood,
combined with the aromas of
citrus, lavender and sage.

YEAR-ROUND FRAGRANCES

Glistening lavender bursts
with sparkling juicy citrus notes
of mandarin and clementines,
blended with precious hyacinth
and satiny sweet pea, classic
jasmine petals & white peony.

We offer eighteen year-round fragrances as well as seasonal fragrances available for spring, fall and the holidays.
NATURAL
BLACKBERRY
MANGO

Ripe, sugared blackberry
with sweet pineapple and
mango nectar blended with
macintosh apple, mandarin
orange, white peach finished
with bright plumeria
blossoms and end on notes of
sweet pea and sheer musk.

DAHLIA

|

The lush, juicy and sweet
pineapple combined with the
heady scent of papaya will deliver
you to a tropical oaisis.

JONQUIL

#293

HONEYCOMB

#137

TAUPE
#45
1 - 8 0 0 - B U Y- RO O T

#251

#232

YELLOW
SPARKLING
CHAMPAGNE

SAMPAQUITA
Distinctive blend of jasmine
from the Phillipines with
honeysuckle and rose.

BEESWAX

#336

Champagne has become the
quintessential celebratory
beverage. effervescence with
notes of orange zest, peach
nectar and ozonics complement
the berry and pear subtleties.

#25

IVORY

#288

FRENCH
VANILLA

SUGARED
GRAPEFRUIT

TANGERINE
LEMONGRASS

Classic, comforting scent
of sweet vanilla beans on
a custard background.

Candied citrus envelope the
bright, effervescent fragrance
of the grapefruit, warming the
typically sour/bitter notes to the
perfect combination of sweet/tangy
to create the perfect grapefruit
fragrance.

Uplifting citrus, grapefruit and
bergamot to contrast with the
heavy lemongrass and marine
ozone notes. Orange blossoms
and mandarin tie into the
warm base notes of cedarwood,
musk and vanilla.

IVORY

#59

A sensuous blend of ginger,
cloves, mace and patchouli
softened with geranium.

RootCandles.com

Sour-sugared, fresh-bright
lemon, clove and subtle
lavender melded together
with buttery bakery notes,
caramelized sugar and creamy
whipped vanilla.

Golden Manuka honey drizzled
with the sugary dripping nectar
of Acacia petals, sparkling
neroli, and frosted Sicilian
bergamot. The true essence
of the love affair between
honeybees and blossoms.

GINGER
PATCHOULI

66

Freshly chopped, rich blue
basil with a clean, fresh blend
of greens with spicy notes of
the surrounding garden herbs:
Ginger, Clove and Eucalyptus,
mixed with the pure notes of
the tomato leaf.

An uplifting burst of lemon
and lime, highlighted by
eucalyptus and sage.

An earthy, true lavender
essence of a newly blossomed
lavender plant … clean, green,
sharp blue lavender softened
by chamomile, thyme and
sheer musk.

LAVENDER

PINEAPPLE
PAPAYA

DRIZZLING
HONEY

ENGLISH
LAVENDER

#246

LEMON
FROSTED SCONE

CRISP
LINEN

NATURAL

DEWBERRY

BLUE
BASIL

PEACOCK

#244

#147

BUTTERCREAM

#17
HOSTA
Leafy greens, green apple
and rose, jasmine, lily of
the valley, hyacinth and
plumeria flowers.

DARK
OLIVE

#72

MANDARIN

#296

TOBACCO
VANILLA

VINEYARD
CHATEAU

An earthy combination of
tobacco leaves, pine, patchouli,
and oakmoss mingle with
smoky notes of burnt caramel,
sugar, and marshmallow.

Experience a Napa Valley
vineyard with notes of ripe
grapes, hints of rosewood and
sweet herbs all wrapped in the
warmth of sandalwood and
musks.

PLATINUM

#322

GARNET
RootCandles.com
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#41

#703
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SPRING SEASONAL FRAGRANCES
January 1 - July 1

Mother’s Day

Valentine’s Day

CHOCOLATE
CHIFFON

COCONUT
PALM

ORANGE
BLOSSOM

The bright, fragrant combination
of rich sage, jasmine, hyacinth and
violet fragrances and the bright
blossoms of lilac mix with the
nourishing nectar of lilac .

Mouthwatering notes of
chocolate malt, rich cocoa,
and anise blend with swirls
of honey and creamy vanilla
to create this sweet treat
indulgence.

Relax under the shade of a palm
tree! A harmonious blend of
creamy coconut and fresh coconut
milk, with hints of exotic palm
fronds and fresh coconut husks.

Tangy orange, sweet tangerine,
and hints of juicy grapefruit mix
with tart orange peel, fresh sugar
cane, and delicate floral aromas
evoking the uplifting fragrance of
a blooming citrus orchard.

NATURAL

Top notes of sweet apple, peach
and green leaf complement this
rich, fresh cut, herbal fragrance.

ROSE

#356

HONEYSUCKLE
A beautiful, soft and musky
fragrance with subtleties of
amber, vanilla and dewy green
leaves work with this rich
floral, delicious scent.

NATURAL

|

#355

#365

ROSE
PETALS

Intoxicating blend of
antioxidant rich green tea
leaves swirl with notes of
purifying bergamot and tart
Meyer lemon to create the
perfect cup of relaxation.

RootCandles.com

ALMOND

#721

TEA LEAF &
HONEY

88

Spring Blossoms

LILAC
SAGE

CELESTIAL

LEAF

Summer Escapes

#335
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ORANGE

#363

OCEAN
SHORES

APPLE
BLOSSOM

Walking on the beach with
turquoise seas lapping at your
toes! Cool, aquatic marine notes
blend with salted sea mist,
amber salts, and musk for the
perfect beach escape.

The beautiful aroma of juicy
green apple, gardenia, and white
rose, with hints of musk and crisp
woods harmonizing together.

AZURE

#337

GREEN
APPLE

#328

WILD
STRAWBERRY

TAHITIAN
MAI TAI

PEACH
BLOSSOM

Juicy wild strawberry is the
primary note of this succulent
strawberry dessert candle.
Fruity notes of the luscious
berry with spicy maple
complemented by white cake,
vanilla and sweet cream.

A vacation in a glass with a little
umbrella! Tropical guava and tart
dragonfruit blend with spiced rum
and fruity pineapple,
garnished with a spray of fresh
lime.

Notes of juicy peach and fresh
verbena blend with notes of
Neroli, Sandalwood and hints
of Bergamot.

RED

#278

FUCHSIA

#364

PEACH

RootCandles.com
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#362
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FALL / HOLIDAY SEASONAL FRAGRANCES

Blossoms
spring

July 1 - December 31. 2019

C O L L E C T I O N

CINNAMON
SPICE

BAYBERRY
Woody and sweet forest
bayberries are accented with
hints of fir balsam, vanilla,
and natural patchouli oil.

Rich, warm baking
cinnamon blends with
clove, sugar cane, caramel
and vanilla for a sweet
cinnamon celebration.

COPPER

DARK
GREEN

#266

Sparkling citrus notes blend
with McIntosh apples, warm
cider, mulling spice blend
and clove bud.

Peppermint, sweet vanilla,
soft notes of caramelized
sugar and a touch of balsam
create a unique Candy
Cane mystique.

AVAILABLE JAN 1 - JUL 1

#29

HOLLYBERRY
Sparkling tangelo and Italian
Mandarin soften the tart
presentation of pomegranate
and goji berry, with a delightful
dry down featuring Chinese
star anise and sheer musk.

#210

RED

#29

SALTED
CARAMEL

FRESH
BALSAM

The warm notes of buttery
caramel contrast with sharp
flaky salt, hand-harvested from
the marshes of Brittany—
a combination both
unforgettable and mouth
watering.

Luscious, earthy
combination of Canadian
fir needle and green citrus.

CARAMEL
|

RED

#19

The core of clove, ginger and
pumpkin puree adds a hint of
spiciness to the fragrance that
infuses brown sugar, vanilla
crème and musk notes.

RootCandles.com

#69
CANDY
CANE

PUMPKIN
SPICE

10
10

Signs of spring renewal
are in the air as trees
begin to bloom and the
honeybee emerges from
the hive, searching for
blossoms and nectar.

MULLED
CIDER

RUST

LARANJA

NEW!

#281
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FOREST

ORANGE BLOSSOM
Orange Blossoms are among the richest
sources of nectar for honeybees. Tangy
orange, sweet tangerine, and hints of
juicy grapefruit mix with tart orange
peel, fresh sugar cane, and delicate floral
aromas evoking the uplifting fragrance of
a blooming citrus orchard.

APPLE BLOSSOM
Blooming between April & June, the
five-petaled blooms perfume the springtime air with the beautiful aroma of juicy
green apple, gardenia, and white rose,
with hints of musk and crisp woods harmonizing together to attract everyone’s
favorite pollinator, the honeybee.

PEACH BLOSSOM
Blooming in early spring, notes of juicy
peach and fresh verbena blend with
notes of Neroli, Sandalwood and hints
of Bergamot, attracting one of the most
desired pollinators,the honeybee.

#171
RootCandles.com
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New!
Coconut Palm

SUMMER

Relax under the shade of a palm tree! A
harmonious blend of creamy coconut and
fresh coconut milk, with hints of exotic
palm fronds and fresh coconut husks.

escapes

Tahitian Mai Tai

seeking
aromatherapy

balance
chromatherapy

A vacation in a glass with a little umbrella!
Tropical guava and tart dragonfruit blend
with spiced rum and fruity pineapple,
garnished with a spray of fresh lime.

Ocean Shores
Walking on the beach with turquoise
seas lapping at your toes! Cool, aquatic
marine notes blend with salted sea mist,
amber salts, and musk for the
perfect beach escape.

Forget the stress of everyday life
and experience a journey
to a beach destination
offering turquoise seas,
tropical drinks, and the
perfect shaded spot to relax
under a coconut palm.
AVAILABLE JAN 1 - JUL 1

Leading the health and well-being trend with fragrances containing essential oils
and wooden wicks, Root Candles’ Seeking Balance line combines the science of
aromatherapy with color therapy, allowing the stresses of your day to fade away.

12
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12 Benefits offered in
Large & Small Spa Candles,
Travelers and Votives.

TM

Seek Your
Balance

The power of color and fragrance in one
holistic candle collection, for a greater

NEW LARGE SPA CANDLE

sense of health and well-being.

Available in all 12 Benefits

Aromatherapy and chromatherapy in twelve exceptional benefits.
• Filled Candles featuring our all-natural beeswax blend
• Fragrances containing essential oils
• Colored with vegetable-based dyes

#9943
LG SPA CANDLE
15 OZ
1 UNIT

• Sustainable wooden wick for a comforting crackle
• 15 oz. Large Spa Candles burn up to 90 hours

#9941
SM SPA CANDLE
6.5 OZ
1 UNIT

• 6.5 oz. Small Spa Candles burn up to 60 hours

NEW
size!

UPCYCLE TIP :
Clean glasss and
place a small
amount of sand
and a few rocks in
the bottom for an
adorable air plant
terrarium.

14
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#9946
SPA TRAVELER
4 OZ
1 UNIT

#16
SPA VOTIVES
2.1 oz. each
18 UNITS

COMING 2019
TWO NEW BENEFITS!
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Small Space

Balance
TM

Turn any small space into your own private spa experience! Perfect for the
office, dorm, hotel room or any small space where you can decompress and
allow the stresses of your day to fade away.

• Saturated with fragrances
containing essential oils

Root Candles Seeking Balance Spa Travelers and Spa Votives are designed
to provide you a portable sanctuary of relaxation.

• Filled Candles featuring our
all-natural beeswax blend

UPCYCLE TIP :
Wash and use your
empty Spa Traveler to
pack jewelry or hair
bands and bobby pins
in your carry on.

Spa Travelers
burn up to 22
hours each

• Colored with vegetable
based dyes
• Spa Travelers contain a
sustainable wooden wick
for a comforting crackle
• Spa Votives contain wicks
made of 100% natural fibers
Votives burn up to 20 hours each

Seduce / Patchouli & Anise (282)

Revitalize / Coriander Sage (354)

Invigorate / Pomelo Pine (298)

Meditate / Vetyver & Olibanum (283)

The energizing scent of Lemon Zest
combined with the warmth and sensuality
of Anise envelopes the room. Combined
with Violet, Jasmine and Patchouli, it’s a
perfectly tempting combination.

The rejuvenating combination of Coriander
and Sage promotes new life and vitality,
stimulating motivation and optimism to
enhance a positive mood.

The color of sunshine and the effervescent
blend of pomelo and pine revitalize your
spirit and elevates your mood. This refreshing
combination is complemented by the richness
of clove, cedar and sandalwood.

Citrus, Myrrh and Olibanum combine to create
focus, relaxation and clarity essential for the journey
of meditation. The green, fresh notes of Vetyver and
Fir Needles increases the power of the clarifying
essential oils.

Energize / Rosemary Eucalyptus (228)

Awaken / Basil & Lime (234)

A therapeutic orange color with rosemary
& eucalyptus give immediate lift, touch of
rejuvenation, energy, and invigoration.

Sparkling zesty lime, orange & grapefruit
flourish with cool green basil, cilantro &
thyme. Nature comes alive with fresh
tones of fir, musk and rosewood.

Illuminate / Juniper Rosewood (227)

Relax / Geranium Lavender (226)

Free your mind of clutter by mixing the simplicity
of white with the power of juniper & rosewood
essential oils for cleanliness & clarity.

Essential oils of lavender and the geranium
bud combine with lavender color to provide
an atmosphere of comfort, calm, and relaxation.

Enlighten / Cedar Verbena (229)

Empower / Lavandin & Patchouli (329)

Relieve / Eucalyptus Menthol (269)

Detoxify / Spearmint & Tea Tree Oil (235)

Everything is possible! The liberating scents of
Lavandin and Patchouli promote self-confidence
and courage, giving you the strength and ambition
to achieve your goals.

The scent of eucalyptus increases overall brain
activity and relieves congestion...when mixed
with subtle menthol, expect comfort from colds
and headaches.

Cooling spearmint and tea tree oil cleanses, relaxes,
and creates an environment for detoxification.
Geranium, jasmine and spearmint.

Stimulates your creativity in an environment
for learning along with the stimulating color
of yellow to create intellectual strength.

16

• Made in the U.S.A.
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Packaged in a beautiful gift box
Filled candles featuring our all-natural beeswax blend
Fragrances containing essential oils
Wicks made of 100% natural fibers optimized
for best burn & fragrance bloom
Handcrafted in the U.S.A.

#339
NEW!
updated
packaging
and 8 oz.
Size

NEW
8 oz.
SIZE!

Bright notes of bergamot and citrus with
Meyer lemon highlight the notes of tea
from bees that pollinate citrus groves and
tea varieties. The abundance of sugar in the
honey, blended with the tart lemon, leaves
subtle notes of milky vanilla.

#342

13 OZ. GLASS
#9801R
BURN TIME:
UP TO 65 HOURS

8 OZ. GLASS
#9803R
BURN TIME:
UP TO 45 HOURS

2.1 OZ. VOTIVE
#1R - 18 PK. BOX
BURN TIME:
UP TO 20 HOURS

5.4 OZ. TRAVEL TIN
#9802R
BURN TIME:
UP TO 36 HOURS

Bees that pollinate around fresh water lakes
and streams seem to deliver a fresh, green
flavor from their time around lilies, water
roses and tonka wood. This effervescent
blend is clean, fresh and sweet.

#343
This is the lightest, most delicate and sought
after of all honey blends. Bees love the
Basswood tree–attracting honey bees from
all around. Delicate woodsy notes and a mild
flavor result in a luxurious fragrance blend.

ROOT CANDLES SUPPORTS THE BEEKEEPING COMMUNITY
Proceeds from the sale of this collection benefit Project Apis m. Project Apis m.’s mission is to fund and direct research
to enhance the health and vitality of honey bee colonies while improving crop production. projectapism.org.

18
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UPCYCLE TIP: Wash your empty
glass and use for craft items like glue
sticks, markers & scissors.
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14 YEAR-ROUND COLORS
PLATINUM (PLT)
BLACK (40)
ABYSS (220)
SKY (276)
WILLOW (42)
DARK OLIVE (72)
TAUPE (45)
IVORY (17)

Dinner Candles
100% American made

The art of fine dining requires the careful
selection and display of eye-catching dinner
candles. The understated elegance of Root
dinner candles will grace any table setting
with unique character. Whether you set
your table with Root Aristas™, Dipped
Tapers or our Collenettes, there’s no better
way to say “Bon Appétit!”.

Solid color throughout
Wicks made of 100% natural fibers

M A K E

D I N N E R

Special

Virtually Dripless Burn

WHITE (147)
BUTTERCREAM (184)
BEESWAX (25)
MANDARIN (41)
RED (68)

We’ve simplified our lines to focus on our unique, best-selling colors. Root’s acclaimed dinner
candles are offered in 14 year-round colors and 8 seasonal colors. Four Spring seasonal colors
are available from January 1 - July 1 and four Fall/Winter seasonal colors are avaiable
July 1 - December 31.

GARNET ( 78)

Root Candles offers various heights and widths in unique textures to compliment any decor.

SPRING COLORS
JAN. 1 - JUL 1
NEW! VIOLET (367)
NEW! MARINE (366)
NEW! YELLOW (336)

TIMBERLINE™
COLLENETTE

NEW! ROSE (337)

TIMBERLINE™
ARISTA™

SMOOTH
ARISTA™

GRECIAN
COLLENETTE

DIPPED
TAPER

FALL/WINTER COLORS
JUL 1 - DEC 31
AUBERGINE (219)
DARK GREEN (69)

TIMBERLINE ™

SMOOTH

GRECIAN

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

DESIGNER’S TIP:

RUST (19)
AUTUMN (44)

20
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Pictured: Smooth Arista™, Timberline™ and
Smooth Collenette in White, Ivory and Taupe.

RootCandles.com
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Set the mood by using mutiple
candles as a centerpiece. Your dinner
party will go from blah to brilliant!
21
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YEAR-ROUND COLORS

Collenettes

At dinner parties in Manhattan, to a farmhouse wedding in the Heartland to Manhattan Beach,
California, our classic Collenette dinner candle is a time-honored favorite. Root Collenettes have
a distinctive, formal profile that lends itself to traditional, formal presentation. A wider diameter
with a 7/8" tapered base is compatible with most fine candle holders.

Timberline™ Collenette

Grecian Collenette

The Timberline™ finish resembles the
smooth weathered bark of a tree, capturing
the bold spirit of the great outdoors, and
adds scenic style to any decor.

The Grecian finish, inspired by the
symmetry of ancient Greek columns,
captures soft light and contrasting
shadows for dramatic effect.

PLATINUM (PLT)
BLACK (40)
ABYSS (220)
SKY (276)
WILLOW (42 )
DARK OLIVE (72)
TAUPE (45)
IVORY (17)

TIMBERLINE ™

GRECIAN

WHITE (147)
BUTTERCREAM (184)
BEESWAX (25)

DESIGNER’S TIP:
Use the same colored candles in
multiple lengths and textures to set
a romantic and magical mood your
guests will surely remember.

MANDARIN (41)

Diameter in inches 1.25
Height in inches 5 | 7 | 9
Tapered base in inches 7/8
Packed 4 to a box
5” packed 8 per box
Burn time: 2.5 hr/inch

Diameter in inches 1.25
Height in inches 7 | 9
Tapered base in inches 7/8
Packed 4 to a box
Burn time: 2.5 hr/inch

RED (68)
GARNET ( 78)

SPRING COLORS
JAN. 1 - JUL 1
NEW! VIOLET (367)
NEW! MARINE (366)

#595
TIMBERLINE™
COLLENETTES
1.25"X 5"
8 / box

#597
TIMBERLINE™
COLLENETTES
1.25"x 7"
4 / box

#519
TIMBERLINE™
COLLENETTES
1.25"x 9"
4 / box

#97
GRECIAN
COLLENETTES
1.25"x 7"
4 / box

#19
GRECIAN
COLLENETTES
1.25"x 9"
4 / box

NEW! YELLOW (336)
NEW! ROSE (337)

FALL/WINTER COLORS
JUL 1 - DEC 31
AUBERGINE (219)
DARK GREEN (69)
RUST (19)
AUTUMN (44)

22
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Pictured: Timberline™ Collenette and Grecian in white.
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Arista

Dipped
Tapers

™

Arista™ by Root Candles is one
of our most elegant dinner
candles. Arista™ candles burn
cleanly, evenly and virtually
dripless. With Arista™ candles,
you’re assured the optimal
lighting for your entire meal,
no matter how many courses
you serve.

Root Candles takes the traditional
candle dipping process to another
level by continuously dipping our
Tapers to create up to 35 individual
layers of wax. The result is a satinlike finish with solid, consistently
colored unscented wax throughout.
No wonder our Dipped Tapers set
the mood for any occasion.

Offered in two finishes

TIMBERLINE ™

Offered in

SMOOTH

SMOOTH

Diameter in inches 7/8
Height in inches 9 | 12
Packed 12 to a box
Burn time: 1.5 hrs/inch

#89
SMOOTH
ARISTA™
7/8"x 9"
12 / box
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#589
TIMBERLINE™
ARISTA™
7/8"x 9"
12 / box

#82
SMOOTH
ARISTA™
7/8"x 12"
12 / box

RootCandles.com

DESIGNER’S TIP:
Dress up any dinner table,
even if it’s take-out, by simply
lighting candles. It will create
a special shared moment.

Diameter in inches 7/8
Height in inches 9 | 12
Packed 12 to a box
Burn time: 1 hr/inch

DESIGNER’S TIP:

#582
TIMBERLINE™
ARISTA™
7/8"x 12"
12 / box

|

Incorporate stick candles into an
organic tablescape and use the candles
for height in your composition.
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Pictured: Smooth Arista™ in Ivory and Timberline™ Arista™ in Sky.

#79
DIPPED
TAPER
7/8"x 9"
12 / box

#72
DIPPED
TAPER
7/8"x 12"
12 / box

RootCandles.com
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Pictured: Dipped Tapers in
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& Votives in ivory.

Pillar Candles - Timberline™
Capture the essence of the great outdoors with nature inspired
design in Root Candles Timberline™ Pillars. Each Timberline™
Pillar top is highlighted by an artistic canopy of treelike
branches, while the candle’s trunk echoes the natural simplicity
of tree bark.

YEAR-ROUND COLORS
PLATINUM (PLT)
BLACK (40)
ABYSS (220)
SKY (276)
WILLOW (350)
DARK OLIVE (72)

Timberline™ Pillars have a wick made with 100% natural fibers
and burn up to an impressive 17 hours per inch.

TAUPE (45)
IVORY (17)
WHITE (147)
BUTTERCREAM (184)

Offered in

Summer
2019

BEESWAX (25)

NEW!

MANDARIN (41)

Packaging

TIMBERLINE ™

RED (68)
GARNET (703)

SPRING COLORS
JAN. 1 - JUL 1

3 INCH DIAMETER
Designer Palette
Height in inches 3 | 6 | 9
Packed 1 to a box
Burn time: 17 hrs/inch

NEW! VIOLET (367)
NEW! MARINE (366)
NEW! YELLOW (336)
NEW! ROSE (337)

FALL/WINTER COLORS
JUL 1 - DEC 31

DESIGNER’S TIP:
Vary the heights using
decorative boxes and
risers to add interest
to a tablescape.
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AUBERGINE (219)
DARK GREEN (69)
#333
3"x 3"
PILLAR

|
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Pictured: Willow, Ivory & Beeswax

#336
3"x 6"
PILLAR

#339
3"x 9"
PILLAR

RootCandles.com

RUST (19)
AUTUMN (44)
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Seasonal
Staples

Unscented Candles
VOTIVES
Unscented white votives are available
in six sizes to accommodate any need.
TEALIGHTS
Unscented white tealights
are available in two styles.

#131015
CLEAR
POLYCARBONATE
8 / FROSTED BOX

#10117U
10 HR
12 / PK
#131015B
BULK
POLYCARBONATE
CLEAR
250 / BOX

#11117U
10 HR
18 / PK

#11117U
#10117U

#300B
BULK
ALUMINUM
250 / BOX

PILLARS Unscented pillars (page 27), Timberline™ pillars
are available in Unscented White and Ivory. Timberline™
pillars are also available in 3”, 6” and 9” heights.

(A) #300B

#131015

(F)

(E)

(D) (B) (C)

3" Unscented Timberline™
3x3

3x6

3x9

Ivory

33317U

33617U

33917U

White

333147U

336147U

339147U

(A) #04A
(B) #06A
#4 VOTIVE
#6 VOTIVE
4 HRS
6 HRS
4 BOXES OF 144 8 BOXES OF 72

TIMBERLINE ™

(C) #08A
(D) #10A
#8 VOTIVE
#10 VOTIVE
8 HRS
10 HRS
8 BOXES OF 72 6 BOXES OF 48

(E) #15A
#15 VOTIVE
15 HRS
4 BOXES OF 36

(F) #46A90
#20 VOTIVE
20 HRS
BOX OF 90

Advent Candle Set
Advent is a season of joyful hope and spiritual
expectation. Lighting a candle each Sunday in
the traditional evergreen wreath is the timehonored way of welcoming The Light of the
World. The Advent Candle boxed set features
four 9-inch candles in the colors of Advent,
3 purple and 1 pink.
#2504
ADVENT CANDLE SET
7/8” X 9”
3 PURPLE, 1 PINK CANDLE

“A bayberry
candle, burned
to the socket,
puts luck in the
home, food in
the larder & gold
in the pocket.”

#2506
ADVENT CANDLE
BRASS HOLDER
HOLDER FOR (4) 7/8” CANDLES

Candle Accessories
Votive Candle Holders

#993000
PLAINWALL
CLEAR
1 DZ

#993009
PLAINWALL
AMBER
1 DZ

Root History &
Burn Guide

Traditional Bayberry
Scented Tapers

The story of the best candle in
America accompanied by images
spanning nearly 150 years. Use as
a bag stuffer or display with the
Acrylic Holder on a Root Candle
fixture or display.

#993068
PLAINWALL
RUBY
1 DZ

Tapered candles are made according to Root’s
traditional process of continuous dipping, for a
solid uniform sage color, a satin-like finish, and
fresh bayberry fragrance.
Two candles are packed in a frosted box, perfect for
any holiday table or as a thoughtful hostess gift.

#999020
ACRYLIC
HOLDER
1 HOLDER
#993069
PLAINWALL
DK GREEN
1 DZ
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#993079
PLAINWALL
DK BLUE
1 DZ

#991312
OYSTER
CLEAR
1 DZ

RootCandles.com
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#999092
ROOT
BROCHURE
50 / PK

#207969
9” BAYBERRY
TAPERS
2PK FROSTED BOX

#993500
ST SIDE
CLEAR
36 / BOX
1 - 8 0 0 - B U Y- RO O T

Brass Advent candle holder sold separately. Wreath not included.
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Filled Product Color Sequencing

Pillar & Dinner Product Color Sequencing

Start with the first color that you carry from left to right until you fill one shelf. Your next color should go directly
below the last color on the first shelf. Fill the second shelf from right to left. Again, start the third shelf directly
below the last placed color on the second shelf and fill left to right. Repeat until the cabinet is filled.

Slightly different from the Root Filled product to give the greatest impact for a line that is driven by color. Apply the
same process, left to right on the first shelf and then begin the shelf directly below on the right and move to the left.

Tobacco Vanilla

Honeysuckle

Lavender Vanilla

Japanese Cedarwood

English Lavender

Crisp Linen

Lilac Sage

Ocean Shores

SPRING

SPRING

Tea Leaf & Honey

Apple Blossom

SPRING

SPRING

Sugared Grapefruit

Lemon Frosted Scone

SPRING

Coconut Palm

French Vanilla

Sparkling Champagne

Blue Basil

Bayberry

Platinum

Black

HOLIDAY

Hosta

Fresh Balsam

White

Ivory

Beeswax

Aubergine

Violet

Marine

FALL /
WINTER

SPRING

SPRING

Taupe

Willow

Dark Olive

Pineapple Papaya

Tangerine Lemongrass

Buttercream

Yellow
SPRING

Salted Caramel

Mulled Cider

Pumpkin Spice

Peach Blossom

Orange Blossom

FALL

FALL

FALL

SPRING

SPRING

Sky

Dark Green
FALL /
WINTER

HOLIDAY

SPRING

Ginger Patchouli

Abyss

Mandarin

Rust

Autumn

FALL /
WINTER

FALL /
WINTER

Garnet

Drizzling Honey

Red

Rose

SPRING - JAN 1 - JULY 1

SPRING

FALL / WINTER - JULY 1 - DECEMBER 31
Sampaquita

Chocolate Chiffon

Cinnamon Spice

VAL
DAY

FALL

Vineyard Chateau

SPRING - JAN 1 - JULY 1
VALENTINE’S DAY - DEC 1 - JULY 1

Hollyberry

Candy Cane

HOLIDAY

HOLIDAY

Rose Petals

Tahitian Mai Tai

Wild Strawberry

VAL
DAY

SPRING

VAL
DAY

Blackberry Mango

FALL / HOLIDAY - JULY 1 - DECEMBER 31
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Register for a free account today at
RootRetailPortal.com
or contact your Root Candle Sales Representative
1-800-BUY-ROOT

S TAY C O N N E C T E D

Root Candles Sales Office

ROOTCANDLES.COM

•

623 West Liberty St., Medina, OH 44256

Call: (330) 725-6677 or (800) 289-7668 • FAX: (330) 725-5624
e-mail: customerservice@rootcandles.com

